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1 Introduction
1.1 Background

In some applications, only a coarsened version C of a categorical outcome variable Y can
be observed; that is, C is a subset of all categories indicating the “possible” values of Y
but including in any case the true value of Y . The theory of fitting a parametric model
pYθ from (partially) coarsened observations is well developed (Heitjan and Rubin 1991;
Gill, van der Laan, and Robins 1997), making use of the classical maximum-likelihood
(ML) principle and focusing on the coarsened at random (CAR) situation. In this article,
we consider mainly the case that additional information is available about how Y is
actually distributed across the categories of C, based on some additional information
E. To be precise, we assume that P (Y |C,E) is known under the assumption of a certain
distribution for Y .

We start with presenting two examples motivating this setup. Next, we establish the
likelihood for C, and we present the commands pccfit and pccprob to compute ML
estimates and model-based estimates of class probabilities, respectively. We then tackle
several questions originating in the two examples to illustrate the use of the commands.
We finish with a discussion about alternatives and issues related to the use of pccfit.

1.2 Motivating example 1: Coarsened age categories in human os-
teoarchaeology

Analyzing former populations represented by human skeletal remains excavated from
archaeological sites is a core task of human osteoarchaeology (White, Black, and Folkens
2011). Determining age and sex of each skeletal individual is usually the first basic step,
allowing researchers to describe the demographic structure (age and sex distribution) of
the skeletal population. Skeletal age determination is based on traits that become fully
expressed only around a certain age in infancy or adolescence or that change or degener-
ate during adulthood. Because of the variability in physical development, determining
the exact, that is, chronological, age is not feasible, and the use of classification systems
with classes like infant, juvenile, adult, mature, and senile is common. But even with
such categories, often an individual’s age cannot be determined with sufficient precision
to be attributed to a single category or class, and only two or more possible categories
can be determined (Chamberlain 2006). However, it is often possible to judge that
one category is more likely than another, for example, if a fully grown individual who
might equally be attributed to either the adult or mature age classes shows signs of in-
tense physical activity but little osteoarthritis, this would be an indicator for a younger
rather than an older age at death. Consequently, we may assign in this case a higher
probability to the category “adult” than to the category “mature”. A crucial question
in assigning such probabilities is whether to account for a prior expectation about the
age distribution. To go back to our previous example: if we have an individual for
whom we can exclude only that it is an infant or a juvenile, we may assign it a lower
probability to be senile than to be mature or adult, respectively, if we expect only few
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senile individuals in the population. An alternative is to assume that we do not have
such expectations and that each age category has the same prior probability.

1.3 Motivating example 2: Probabilistic reference standards in med-
ical diagnostic accuracy studies

Determining the accuracy of a diagnostic test T requires a reference standard Y assign-
ing to each subject the true disease state. Typically, reference standards are established
diagnostic tests, which either are not yet available at the time of diagnosis (for example,
based on an autopsy or lab tests requiring some processing time) or are expensive or
invasive and are aimed to be replaced by a less demanding test. However, there are at
least two scenarios in which we have reference standards that assign (in some subjects)
only the probability of the disease state of interest instead of the exact disease state. The
first scenario is given by expert-based reference standards; that is, a group of experts
tries to reach a consensus about the true disease state based on all available clinical
information. If this information is ambivalent, the group may make only a probabilistic
statement about the true disease state. Actually, the experts should not be forced to
reach a definite decision in any case, because this may introduce bias (Jenniskens et al.
2019). In deciding on the probability for a single patient, the expert group may start
with the a priori assumption that both disease states are equally likely, or the group
may account for the assumed disease prevalence in the study population. For example,
if a patient has to the same degree signs for both possible disease states, in the first case,
the group assigns the probability 0.5, and in the second, the assumed disease prevalence.
The second scenario is given by automatic tools, assigning the probability of the disease
state of interest to each subject based on some input chosen (for example, symptom
lists or a whole genome sequencing). It is then less obvious which a priori assumption
about the distribution of Y such probabilities refer to. In appendix 1, we point out
that the adequate choice is the distribution of Y in the population used to develop the
prediction rule implemented in the automatic tool but that additional considerations
might be necessary.
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2 Statistical methodology
2.1 Notation

We make use of the following notation:

Y a categorical outcome variable with values in {1, 2, . . . ,K}
C a potentially coarsened observation of Y , represented by a

subset of {1, 2, . . . ,K}
E the external information available
p∗k the probabilities assigned to the values k ∈ C, which

refer to P (Y = k |C,E)
pYθ (k) := Pθ(Y = k), a parametric model for the true distribution of Y

In general, the specified probabilities p∗k reflect the implicit knowledge about the coars-
ening mechanism P (C|Y,E), that is, about how a unit with a certain value of Y will
be assigned a coarsened value C in dependence on the external information E. For ex-
ample, if the external information suggests a rather precise knowledge about Y , C will
be narrow, but if the information provided is poor, C will be wide. The probabilities
p∗k further reflect the implicit knowledge about the relation between E and Y in terms
of the conditional distribution P (E|Y ). Both together determine P (C,E|Y ). However,
they also reflect an assumption about the distribution of Y , that is, P (Y ), which follows
from Bayes theorem:

P (Y = k |C,E) =
P (C,E |Y = k)P (Y = k)∑K
l=1 P (C,E |Y = l)P (Y = l)

(1)

For a likelihood-based inference, we need to know P (C,E |Y = k), and hence we need
to know the distribution of P (Y ) assumed when assigning the values p∗k. So we need in
addition

q∗k := P (Y = k) as assumed when assigning the probabilities p∗k

2.2 The likelihood

The likelihood to observe a subset C and an external information E can be expressed
as

L(θ) = Pθ(C,E) =
∑
k∈C

P (C,E |Y = k)pYθ (k)

The relation (1) allows us to relate pk := P (C,E |Y = k) to p∗k and q∗k via

p∗k =
pkq

∗
k∑K

l=1 plq
∗
l

which is solved by

pk =
p∗k/q

∗
k∑K

l=1 p
∗
l /q

∗
l

=
p∗k/q

∗
k∑

l∈C p∗l /q
∗
l
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Consequently, we have

L(θ) =
∑
k∈C

pkp
Y
θ (k) =

∑
k∈C p∗k/q

∗
k pYθ (k)∑

k∈C p∗k/q
∗
k

(2)

and this likelihood does not depend on E. Hence, its computation is feasible, even if E
is not explicitly measured.

The classical CAR assumption can be expressed as

P (C,E |Y = k) does not depend on k for k ∈ C

This implies p∗k = q∗k/
∑

k∈C q∗k for k ∈ C; that is, the probability assigned to each
possible value of k ∈ C is identical to the assumed distribution of Y conditioned on
Y ∈ C. If we want to perform an analysis assuming CAR, we can choose arbitrary
values for (q∗k)k∈C and choose p∗k accordingly.

The considerations above can be extended by accounting for additional variables X.
We can replace pθ(y) by a regression model, that is, by pθ(y|x), or we can replace it by
a multivariate distribution pθ(y, x) with only the first variable affected by coarsening.
In both situations, the prespecified probabilities p∗k and q∗k have to be interpreted as
conditional probabilities given X. Details are outlined in appendix 2.

2.3 The scope of pccfit and pccprob

Because an explicit representation of the likelihood is available, we can use Stata’s ml
command to obtain ML estimates of θ. This is exactly the purpose of pccfit. It assumes
that the probabilities p∗k for each observation are represented in K variables and specifies
the values q∗k as well as an expression for pYθ (k). It also supports two standard choices
of pYθ (k). The first is a multinomial logistic regression model corresponding to Stata’s
mlogit command. Here θ = (α1, . . . , αK , β1, . . . , βK) and

pYθ (k) =
exp(αk − xβk)∑K
l=1 exp(αl − xβl)

with αb = 0 and βb = 0 for one prespecified base outcome category b. This choice can be
also used to fit simply a multinomial distribution by omitting any covariate. The second
choice supports fitting regression models for ordered data. Here θ = (κ0, . . . , κK , β) and

pYθ (k) = F (κk − xβ)− F (κk−1 − xβ)

with κ0 = −∞, κK = ∞, and F denoting a prespecified distribution function. The
choice F (y) = 1/{1+exp(−y)} corresponds to Stata’s ologit command, and the choice
F = Φ to Stata’s oprobit command.

However, the presence of coarsened data already makes the estimation of the distri-
bution of Y cumbersome. Hence, in many applications, the aim is not to fit regression
models but just to obtain estimates of P (Y = k) = pYθ (k). Consequently, we also offer
a postestimation command pccprob evaluating pY

θ̂
(k) for any value k similar to Stata’s

margins command.
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2.4 A note of caution

We would like to point to one weakness of the ML approach: if there is a category with
p∗k < 1 for all observations but p∗k > 0 for some observations, it can nevertheless happen
that the ML estimate pY

θ̂
(k) equals 0. This is in particular problematic for many ordered

categories because pY
θ̂
(k) tends to lack smoothness. This can be avoided by specifying

pYθ (k) as a smooth function of k. Consequently, we directly support the use of cubic
splines in specifying pYθ (k). However, the user can also simply specify other smooth
functions, for example, polynomials.

3 The pccfit command
3.1 Syntax

The command expects to find K variables with the prespecified values p∗k for each
observation. Categories outside C should have the value 0. The variables should share
the same prefix with suffixes 1 to K. The syntax of pccfit is given by

pccfit
[

indepvars
] [

if
] [

in
] [

weight
]
, modelspecification numcat(integer)[

prefix(string) q(numlist | string) baseoutcome(integer) tolerance(real)
exact maximize_options

]
The command fits the model specified by modelspecification to the data using the

ML principle and the likelihood outlined in section 2.2. indepvars denotes potential co-
variates to be accounted for in the model specification. fweights, aweights, iweights,
and pweights are allowed; they are passed to the ml command; see [U] 11.1.6 weight.

We now consider modelspecification. Here the user can explicitly define an expression
for pYθ (k) (up to a normalizing constant) or refer to some prespecified models. The
syntax is

modelspecification = usermodelspecification | prespecifiedmodelspecification
usermodelspecification = params(paramspecifications) expr(exprspecification)
prespecifiedmodelspecification = mlogit | ologit | oprobit | odist(expr)

mlogit, ologit, and oprobit refer, respectively, to a multinomial logistic, ordered
logistic, or ordered probit regression model. odist() refers to an ordered regression
model with a user-specified choice of F . Here F is defined by expr with the argument of
F denoted by a #. When the user specifies a model, params() defines the parameters
in the parameter vector θ, and expr() defines an expression for pYθ (k). The syntax of
paramspecifications is

paramspecifications = paramspecification
[
| paramspecifications

]
paramspecification = {scalarpardef | vectorpardef }:

[
varlist

] [
, nocons

]
scalarpardef = name
vectorpardef = name numlist
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In general, in the expression used to define pYθ (k), you can refer to parameters by
a name or by an indexed expression like alpha[3]. The first type of parameters is
defined by a scalarpardef, and the second type of parameters, by a vectorpardef, with
the numlist defining the index values to be considered. (Only nonnegative integers are
allowed as indices, and they must appear in ascending order.) Parameters may actually
refer to linear combinations of covariate vectors mimicking the equation specification
in Stata’s ml command. This is specified by the :

[
varlist

] [
, nocons

]
part. The

varlist must be a subset of indepvars. For an example, see section 3.2.

exprspecification is a Stata expression that may include additional constructs eval-
uated in a preprocessing step for any possible value of k ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,K}. After this
preprocessing step, exprspecification should be a valid Stata expression if all (indexed)
parameters are replaced by numbers.

The following additional constructs are allowed and evaluated during the prepro-
cessing in the specified order:

{K} evaluates to K.

{k} evaluates to k.

{baseoutcome} evaluates to the value specified in the baseoutcome() option.

{cond(expr1,expr2,expr3)} evaluates to expr2 if the evaluation of expr1 results in a
value not equal to 0 and otherwise to expr3. expr2 and expr3 are preprocessed but not
further evaluated as Stata expressions; that is, the preprocessed text of the selected
expression replaces the {cond()} construct. Consequently, if the expressions include
operators, it might be necessary to include the expression in parentheses to ensure
correct interpretation. Note that the expressions may include further {cond()}
constructs, which are evaluated prior to the preprocessing of the actual {cond()}
construct.

{cubicspline(numlist,vectorpar,expr)} evaluates to an expression to compute a cubic
spline function with knots at numlist and parameters according to vectorpar. The
function is to be evaluated later at expr, but expr is not yet evaluated. vectorpar
must be the name of a parameter vector with indices from 1 to the number of knots
minus 1. vectorpar must have been specified accordingly in the params() option.

{vectorpar[expr]} evaluates to vectorpar[value] with value denoting the value obtained
from the evaluation of expr. vectorpar must have been specified as the name of a
parameter vector in the params() option.

{singlepar} evaluates to singlepar. singlepar must have been specified as the name of a
single parameter in the params() option.

Note that the additional constructs described above do not allow additional spaces
within the identifying parts of the different constructs, in particular, after a { and
before a } sign.
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Besides modelspecification, there is one additional option to be specified:

numcat(integer) defines the number of categories K. numcat() is required.

The following options can also be used:

prefix(string) defines the prefix of the variables used to store the values p∗k. By default,
pccfit assumes that the variables are named p1, . . . , pK.

q(numlist | string) specifies how the values q∗k are defined. If a numlist is given, it must
be of length K, and it includes the values used for all observations. If no numlist is
given, a single name is expected, and it is assumed that the values are specified for
each observation in variables with a prefix equal to the specified name and numbered
from 1 to K.

baseoutcome(integer) defines a base outcome among the K categories, which can be
referred to in modelspecification. By default, the most “frequent” category k is used,
with the frequency defined by summing up the values of p∗k over all observations.

tolerance(real) defines a tolerance for the deviation of the sum of the values p∗k or q∗k
from 1.0. The default is tolerance(1.0e-5).

exact suppresses the computation of the normalizing constant and can be used if the
expressions already define probabilities.

maximize_options are passed to the ml max command.

3.2 Methods and formulas

pccfit simply calls Stata’s ml function and applies it to the user-defined likelihood
function using the lf evaluator. The likelihood function evaluates the expressions spec-
ified by the user for each single value of k ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,K}. Then, pYθ (k) is computed by
dividing each value by the sum of all values, that is, the normalizing constant. Finally,
the likelihood for each observation is computed according to (2). Prior to these steps,
each single parameter, singlepar, is replaced by the expression `singlepar', and each
indexed parameter vector, vectorpar[value], is replaced by `vectorparvalue' to match
the arguments of the program used to evaluate the likelihood.

The mlogit option corresponds to the following usermodelspecification:

params(alpha 1 2 ... K: indepvars) ///
expr({cond({k}=={baseoutcome},1.0,exp({alpha[{k}]}))})

with the value of baseoutcome omitted in the numlist after alpha. The odist(expr)
option corresponds to the following usermodelspecification:
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params(kappa: 1/K-1 | beta: indepvars), nocons
expr({cond(k==1, ///

F(kappa[1] - beta), ///
{cond(k==K, ///

1-F(kappa[K-1] - beta), ///
max(1e-5,F(kappa[k] - beta) - F(kappa[k-1] - beta)) ///
)} ///

)})

with F denoting the distribution function defined by expr. If pccfit is called with-
out any independent variable, then the definition of beta and the term “- beta” is
omitted. The ologit option corresponds to odist(logistic(#)) and oprobit to
odist(normal(#)).

pccfit has the following side effects: an auxiliary program, pccmymodel, is needed by
pccfit in calling ml. This is available as an additional ado-file and activated when
executing pccfit.

3.3 Stored results

pccfit stores in e() the results generated by calling the ml command. In addition, it
stores the following results:

Scalars
e(numcat) number of categories
e(baseoutcome) base outcome level

Macros
e(cmdline) everything specified after pccfit when calling the command
e(indepvar) independent variables
e(prefix) prefix specified or assumed by default
e(epxr) expression specified by the user or generated when using a prespecified

model
e(param) parameters specified by the user or generated when using a prespeci-

fied model
e(mlexpr_k) expression evaluated by ml to compute pYθ (k)
e(nlcomexpr_k) expression to be evaluated by nlcom when called by pccprob to com-

pute pYθ (k)

4 The pccprob command
The pccprob command is a postestimation command to pccfit. It computes the
probability P (Y ∈ S) for any subset S ⊂ {1, 2, . . . ,K} according to the fitted model,
that is, based on pY

θ̂
(k). The estimated probabilities are accompanied by standard errors

and confidence intervals. The probabilities can be expressed on any transformation of
the probability scale, and the results can be stored in e() or as a dataset, allowing
one to use Stata’s graph commands for visualization. Several subsets can be handled
simultaneously, supporting computation of cumulative and tail probabilities for ordered
categories.
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4.1 Syntax

The syntax of pccprob is given by

pccprob subsetspecifications
[
, trans(expr) normaltrans(expr1|expr2)

post(normaltrans | nonormaltrans) nlcomoptions level(#) label(valuelabel)
exact out add(addspec) numlabel(min | max) outlabel(valuelabel)

]
subsetspecifications is a sequence of numlists separated by | signs, and each numlist
represents a subset of categories. Each numlist must be in ascending order. The sequence
may also include the following keywords abbreviating sequences of numlists:

keyword abbreviation for

probs 1 | 2 | . . . | K
cprobs 1 | 1 2 | . . . | 1 2 . . . K -1
tprobs 2 . . . K | 3 . . . K | . . . | K

pccprob displays a table with the estimated probabilities, their standard errors, and
confidence intervals. The probabilities are labeled by a list of numbers corresponding
to the subsetspecification. The following options can be used to alter the output or to
save the output:

trans(expr) defines a transformation of the probability scale. expr can be any valid
Stata expression with # denoting the argument.

normaltrans(expr1|expr2) defines a transformation to be applied to the probabili-
ties before computing confidence intervals. It should be chosen to get close to
a normal distribution of the estimates. expr1 defines the transformation, expr2
the back transformation. In both expressions, # denotes the argument. If the
trans() option is specified, the default is normaltrans(#|#); otherwise, the de-
fault is normaltrans(logit(#)|invlogit(#)).

post(normaltrans | nonormaltrans) posts estimation results in e(). normaltrans
means that the estimates after the normalizing transformation are posted, and
nonormaltrans means that the estimates as shown in the displayed output are
posted. For naming of the estimates, the numlists defining the subsets are used but
with all blanks removed and preceded by the suffix s.

nlcomoptions are passed to nlcom.

level(#) sets the confidence level. The default is level(95).

label(valuelabel) specifies a value label. This is applied to the values k ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,K}
in the output displayed. valuelabel must have been stored as a do-file with label
save, with the label and the do-file having identical names.

exact suppresses including the normalizing constant in the computations of the prob-
abilities and can be used if the expressions already define probabilities.
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out saves the displayed table as the current Stata dataset. Hence, the dataset includes
five variables: label, est, se, lb, and ub. The first variable is a string variable
including the original label.

add(addspec) adds one further observation to the dataset. addspec consists of numlist
followed by an equal sign (=) and a number, indicating the label and the estimate
to be added. No standard error or confidence intervals are added. add() requires
that the option out be specified.

numlabel(min | max) replaces the label variable with a numerical variable including
the minimal or the maximal category, respectively. numlabel() requires that the
option out be specified.

outlabel(valuelabel) specifies a value label added to the label variable if this is a
numerical variable generated by using the numlabel() option. valuelabel must have
been stored as a do-file with label save, with the label and the do-file having
identical names. outlabel() requires that the option out be specified.

4.2 Methods and formulas

pccprob simply calls nlcom to compute the specified probabilities. The expressions
for pYθ (k) suitable for the call of nlcom are already provided by pccfit. There is one
basic difference to the expressions used by ml when executing pccfit: each parameter
name parname is replaced by _b[parname:_cons] or even by _b[parname:_cons] +
_b[parname:var1] * var1 + · · · .

pccprob does not support an at option like the margin command. If you want to
use pccprob after a model referring to covariates or other variables, you can define the
variable values of interest as scalars and apply pccprob to an empty dataset. So a
typical use looks like

pccfit x, numcat(5) mlogit
clear
scalar x = 1.5
ppcprob probs

If you want to include the set {1, 2, . . . ,K} in the subsetspecification, you typically
run into troubles because this set has the probability 1.0. For example, using the
standard logit transformation to compute confidence intervals does not work. Thus, the
numlist 1, 2, . . . ,K is omitted when using the cprobs or tprobs keyword. You can use
the add() option to add the corresponding value to the output dataset.

4.3 Stored results

As long as the post() option is not used, pccprob does not store any results.
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4.4 A final note on the exact option

Both pccfit and pccprob offer the exact option, which can be used if the expressions
specified in the expr() option do already define probabilities, such that there is no need
to compute the normalizing constant. However, we do not recommend using this option
with pccfit, because the normalizing constant contributes to the numerical stability of
the computations. For example, ologit typically does not work when specifying exact,
because the expressions used do not always define probabilities summing up exactly to
1.0. However, we recommend using this option when using pccprob because it avoids
evaluating a long expression, which may even hit the maximally allowed expression
length.

When you specify an expression corresponding to a multivariate distribution pθ(y, x),
you must specify the exact option in pccfit because otherwise the attempt to add a
normalizing constant results in an incorrect likelihood. An example of this type can be
found in section 5.3.

5 Examples
5.1 Example 1: Osteoarchaeological analysis

The Gallo–Roman burial site Im Sager is part of the Roman city of Augusta Raurica
in northwest Switzerland (Berger 2012). The site comprises about 600 graves with
inhumations and cremated skeletal remains of 436 individuals (Alder 2020). The burials
were archaeologically and bioarchaeologically examined in an interdisciplinary study
(Ammann Forthcoming). Determination of the age at death of the individuals buried
at Im Sager is based on a system with the K = 10 categories infans I, infans II, juvenile,
early adult, middle adult, late adult, early mature, middle mature, late adult, and senile
(Großkopf 2004).

Only 81 subjects (18.6%) could be assigned to a single age class, and all other subjects
could be assigned only to two or more classes. One hundred twenty-eight subjects
(29.4%) were assigned to two classes, and 90 to three (20.6%). For 18 subjects (4.1%),
it was impossible to exclude any class, and the remaining 119 subjects were assigned to
4 to 8 classes. On average, the age determination included 3.2 classes per individual.
During the process of age determination, each possible class was labeled either as “more
likely” or as “less likely” for each subject analyzed. These labels were transformed into
probabilities by assigning the weights 1 and 2, respectively, and dividing the weight
by the sum of weights within each subject. Among the 81 subjects assigned to a single
class, 38 were classified as infans I, reflecting the straightforwardness of classifying young
children. The age determination was performed by one assessor (Cornelia Alder), who
made the decision between “less likely” or “more likely” solely based on the osteological
findings without any assumptions on the underlying demographic distribution. This,
together with the fact that each age class was assumed to have an age span of 7 years,
justifies basing our analyses on the choice q∗k = 0.1.
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In a first step, we estimate the age distribution of the skeletal individuals and visu-
alize this distribution as a bar chart mimicking a histogram. We obtain the following
output and the graph shown in figure 1.

. use sager

. label define labage 1 "infans I" 2 "infans II" 3 "juvenile"
> 4 "early adult" 5 "middle adult" 6 "late adult" 7 "early mature"
> 8 "middle mature" 9 "late mature" 10 "senile"
. label save labage using labage, replace
file labage.do saved
. pccfit, numcat(10) mlogit
initial: log likelihood = -1003.9271
alternative: log likelihood = -986.64871
rescale: log likelihood = -965.88032
rescale eq: log likelihood = -931.33083
Iteration 0: log likelihood = -931.33083
Iteration 1: log likelihood = -929.50811
Iteration 2: log likelihood = -928.84154
Iteration 3: log likelihood = -928.83803
Iteration 4: log likelihood = -928.83803

Number of obs = 436
Wald chi2(0) = .

Log likelihood = -928.83803 Prob > chi2 = .

Coefficient Std. err. z P>|z| [95% conf. interval]

alpha1
_cons -.957071 .2031534 -4.71 0.000 -1.355244 -.5588977

alpha2
_cons -2.307577 .3688249 -6.26 0.000 -3.03046 -1.584693

alpha3
_cons -3.425252 .9251231 -3.70 0.000 -5.23846 -1.612044

alpha4
_cons -.72267 .2266168 -3.19 0.001 -1.166831 -.2785093

alpha5
_cons -1.013776 .3426793 -2.96 0.003 -1.685415 -.3421365

alpha7
_cons -.777602 .3395325 -2.29 0.022 -1.443073 -.1121305

alpha8
_cons -1.899378 .4725328 -4.02 0.000 -2.825525 -.973231

alpha9
_cons -1.22259 .2728852 -4.48 0.000 -1.757435 -.6877447

alpha10
_cons -3.153282 .5821762 -5.42 0.000 -4.294327 -2.012238
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. pccprob probs, label(labage) out numlabel(min) outlabel(labage)

label est se lb ub

infans I .1159922 .016343 .0875973 .1520574
infans II .0300546 .0101654 .0154028 .0578253
juvenile .009829 .0089817 .0016239 .0571212

early adult .1466316 .0255585 .1032524 .2040881
middle adult .1095979 .0291595 .0641334 .1810571

late adult .3020503 .03897 .2315003 .3833749
early mature .1387941 .0350275 .0831959 .2225292
middle mature .0452054 .0204547 .0183587 .1070303
late mature .0889437 .0205991 .0559966 .1384333

senile .0129011 .0072527 .0042622 .0383752

. list

label est se lb ub

1. infans I .1159922 .016343 .0875973 .1520574
2. infans II .0300546 .0101654 .0154028 .0578253
3. juvenile .009829 .0089817 .0016239 .0571212
4. early adult .1466316 .0255585 .1032524 .2040881
5. middle adult .1095979 .0291595 .0641334 .1810571

6. late adult .3020503 .03897 .2315003 .3833749
7. early mature .1387941 .0350275 .0831959 .2225292
8. middle mature .0452054 .0204547 .0183587 .1070303
9. late mature .0889437 .0205991 .0559966 .1384333
10. senile .0129011 .0072527 .0042622 .0383752
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. graph bar est, over(label, label(angle(90)) gap(0)) ytitle(Fraction)
> intensity(*0.1) lintensity(*2) xsize(3) ysize(3)
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Figure 1. A histogramlike visualization of the estimated age distribution in example 1

We would like to point out that the confidence intervals for the single probabilities
are rather wide. This is due to observing coarsened data, which carry less information
than noncoarsened data. To illustrate this point, we compute the standard errors we
would expect for noncoarsened data and consider the ratio of the observed standard
errors to these standard errors:

. generate senotc = sqrt(est*(1-est)/436)

. generate ratio = se/senotc

. list label est se senotc ratio

label est se senotc ratio

1. infans I .1159922 .016343 .0153355 1.065692
2. infans II .0300546 .0101654 .0081769 1.243188
3. juvenile .009829 .0089817 .0047246 1.901035
4. early adult .1466316 .0255585 .016941 1.508677
5. middle adult .1095979 .0291595 .0149607 1.94908

6. late adult .3020503 .03897 .0219892 1.772236
7. early mature .1387941 .0350275 .0165575 2.115504
8. middle mature .0452054 .0204547 .0099496 2.055824
9. late mature .0889437 .0205991 .0136329 1.510989
10. senile .0129011 .0072527 .0054044 1.341986
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We observe standard errors inflated by a factor up to 2.1. The inflation is most
pronounced for the middle-aged categories and least pronounced for infans I, infans II,
and senile. This probably reflects the fact that individuals in these latter age groups are
easier to determine because there are distinct indicators for either young or old, that
is, high age. However, the gradual changes in trait morphology used to determine age
in the “middle” categories lack distinctive cutoff markers, thus assigning individuals to
many classes and increasing standard errors.

Consequently, we should be aware that the effective sample size is not 436 but prob-
ably less than 200. Any unreflected attempt to estimate the age distribution in 10
categories will hence suffer from limited precision, as reflected in rather wide confi-
dence intervals. It might be more appropriate to visualize the age distribution by the
cumulative distribution function because cumulative probabilities are less sensitive to
coarsening. (To estimate the probability to be in a specific age category or above this
category, any observation with a coarsened interval completely above or below this class
contributes the same information as a subject with a noncoarsened observation.) We
can approach this in the following way producing the graph shown in figure 2.

. pccprob cprobs, out add(1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 = 1.0) numlabel(max)
> outlabel(labage)

label est se lb ub

1 .1159922 .016343 .0875973 .1520574
1 2 .1460468 .017891 .1143446 .1847055

1 2 3 .1558759 .0186925 .1226384 .1961079
1 2 3 4 .3025075 .0280969 .2504188 .3602241

1 2 3 4 5 .4121054 .030455 .3539675 .4728037
1 2 3 4 5 6 .7141557 .0321952 .6471514 .7729014

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 .8529499 .0262779 .7936875 .8973901
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 .8981552 .0206065 .850097 .9320379

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 .9870989 .0072527 .9616249 .9957379
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. line est ub lb label, c(J J J) ytitle(Cumulative probability)
> xlabel(1(1)10, valuelabels angle(90)) legend(row(1)) xsize(3) ysize(3)
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Figure 2. The cumulative distribution function of the estimated age distribution in
example 1

Using a parametric model for the class probabilities is another approach to obtain
more stable estimates. We consider here a cubic spline with 5 knots equally spaced
between 1.5 and 9.5. We can approach this by the following code producing the graph
shown in figure 3.
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. use sager, clear

. pccfit, numcat(10) params(beta 1 2 3 4 :)
> expr(exp({cubicspline(1.5 3.5 5.5 7.5 9.5, beta,{k})}))
initial: log likelihood = -1003.9271
alternative: log likelihood = -1687.1759
rescale: log likelihood = -1002.8459
rescale eq: log likelihood = -978.81475
Iteration 0: log likelihood = -978.81475
Iteration 1: log likelihood = -954.64249
Iteration 2: log likelihood = -942.8766
Iteration 3: log likelihood = -942.19126
Iteration 4: log likelihood = -942.16925
Iteration 5: log likelihood = -942.16925

Number of obs = 436
Wald chi2(0) = .

Log likelihood = -942.16925 Prob > chi2 = .

Coefficient Std. err. z P>|z| [95% conf. interval]

beta1
_cons -.7081735 .1572801 -4.50 0.000 -1.016437 -.3999101

beta2
_cons 6.757727 1.077237 6.27 0.000 4.646382 8.869072

beta3
_cons -21.11673 3.361454 -6.28 0.000 -27.70506 -14.5284

beta4
_cons 23.51513 4.543377 5.18 0.000 14.61027 32.41998

. pccprob probs, label(labage) out numlabel(min) outlabel(labage)

label est se lb ub

infans I .1016687 .0146526 .076332 .1341936
infans II .0507415 .0058574 .0404157 .0635308
juvenile .0352243 .006432 .0245756 .0502494

early adult .0606907 .0086096 .0458537 .0799264
middle adult .1817437 .0156453 .1530631 .2144376

late adult .268586 .0197263 .2317212 .3089573
early mature .1534888 .015725 .125132 .186899
middle mature .0748515 .0105049 .0566915 .0982232
late mature .0444834 .0067644 .0329566 .0597926

senile .0285212 .0085779 .0157514 .0511061
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. graph bar est, over(label, label(angle(90)) gap(0)) ytitle(Fraction)
> intensity(*0.1) lintensity(*2) xsize(3) ysize(3)
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Figure 3. A histogramlike visualization of the estimated age distribution in example 1
based on using a cubic spline

We can now perform the same exercise as above and compare the standard errors with
those to be expected from noncoarsened data and fitting a full multinomial model:

. generate senotc = sqrt(est*(1-est)/436)

. generate ratio = se/senotc

. list label est se senotc ratio

label est se senotc ratio

1. infans I .1016687 .0146526 .0144733 1.012387
2. infans II .0507415 .0058574 .0105107 .55728
3. juvenile .0352243 .006432 .0088286 .7285423
4. early adult .0606907 .0086096 .0114346 .7529413
5. middle adult .1817437 .0156453 .0184685 .8471348

6. late adult .268586 .0197263 .0212266 .9293197
7. early mature .1534888 .015725 .0172628 .9109204
8. middle mature .0748515 .0105049 .0126027 .8335452
9. late mature .0444834 .0067644 .0098736 .6850961
10. senile .0285212 .0085779 .0079718 1.076032
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We observe ratios close to or below 1. This reflects that we estimate only four instead
of nine parameters and that borrowing information from neighboring categories reduces
the negative impact of coarsening.

Instead of estimating the full age distribution, we may focus on characteristics of
the distribution like the mean. This can be approached by posting the estimates of the
class probabilities and then building a weighted sum with weights, assigning to each age
class the medium age according to the assumed span of seven years:

. pccprob probs, post(nonormaltrans)

label est se lb ub

1 .1016687 .0146526 .076332 .1341936
2 .0507415 .0058574 .0404157 .0635308
3 .0352243 .006432 .0245756 .0502494
4 .0606907 .0086096 .0458537 .0799264
5 .1817437 .0156453 .1530631 .2144376
6 .268586 .0197263 .2317212 .3089573
7 .1534888 .015725 .125132 .186899
8 .0748515 .0105049 .0566915 .0982232
9 .0444834 .0067644 .0329566 .0597926
10 .0285212 .0085779 .0157514 .0511061

. nlcom 3*_b[s1] + 10*_b[s2] + 17*_b[s3] + 24*_b[s4] + 31*_b[s5] +
> 38*_b[s6] + 45*_b[s7] + 52*_b[s8] + 59*_b[s9] + 66*_b[s10]

_nl_1: 3*_b[s1] + 10*_b[s2] + 17*_b[s3] + 24*_b[s4] + 31*_b[s5] +
> 38*_b[s6] + 45*_b[s7] + 52*_b[s8] + 59*_b[s9] + 66*_b[s10]

Coefficient Std. err. z P>|z| [95% conf. interval]

_nl_1 34.01434 .8308562 40.94 0.000 32.38589 35.64278

We can conclude that the average age at death in the skeletal population considered is
about 34 years, with a rather small stochastic uncertainty visible in a narrow confidence
interval.

The graves of the burial site Im Sager can be divided into two subgroups: inhumina-
tion and cremation burials. The burial practice may be related to the age at death of an
individual; hence, it might be of interest to compare the age distribution between the
two groups. The group of inhumination burials includes only 51 individuals; hence, we
need to use a parametric model to come to stable estimates. We again use cubic splines
and arrive at the graph shown in figure 4, indicating frequent use of inhumination in
young children.
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. use sager, clear

. quietly pccfit if group==1, numcat(10) params(beta 1 2 3 4 :)
> expr(exp({cubicspline(1.5 3.5 5.5 7.5 9.5, beta,{k})}))
. pccprob probs, label(labage) out numlabel(min) outlabel(labage)

label est se lb ub

infans I .0537394 .0117152 .0348945 .0818978
infans II .040698 .0054414 .0312739 .0528071
juvenile .0391094 .0073922 .0269348 .0564677

early adult .0723092 .0107514 .0538661 .0964233
middle adult .1909188 .016995 .1598035 .2264597

late adult .2686092 .0213592 .2288564 .3124692
early mature .1672862 .01703 .1365088 .2033684
middle mature .0866176 .0121929 .0655152 .1136903
late mature .0502365 .0077334 .0370709 .067749

senile .0304758 .0093581 .016616 .0552468

. graph hbar est, over(label, gap(0)) ytitle(Fraction) ylab(0(0.1)0.4)
> intensity(*0.1) lintensity(*2) name(g1) nodraw title(Cremation burials)
. use sager, clear
. quietly pccfit if group==2, numcat(10) params(beta 1 2 3 4 :)
> expr(exp({cubicspline(1.5 3.5 5.5 7.5 9.5, beta,{k})}))
. pccprob probs, label(labage) out numlabel(min) outlabel(labage)

label est se lb ub

infans I .4361768 .0683423 .3097344 .5715003
infans II .0826949 .0280251 .0418709 .1568078
juvenile .0266097 .0150971 .0086466 .0789196

early adult .0368675 .0153665 .0161262 .0820607
middle adult .1319654 .0437173 .0671262 .2431131

late adult .1817743 .0462447 .1077652 .2900852
early mature .0666247 .0376053 .0213532 .1893107
middle mature .0215094 .0143655 .0057357 .0772907
late mature .010194 .0116925 .0010616 .0907521

senile .0055834 .0133205 .000051 .3822096
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. graph hbar est, over(label, gap(0)) ytitle(Fraction) ylab(0(0.1)0.4)
> intensity(*0.1) lintensity(*2) name(g2) nodraw title(Inhumination burials)
. graph combine g1 g2, row(1) xsize(5) ysize(2.5) imargin(tiny)
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Figure 4. Histogramlike visualizations of the estimated age distributions in cremation
and inhumination burials in example 1 based on using a cubic spline

Finally, we may be interested in performing a formal significance test of the difference
in age between the two groups. Because we may expect a shift in the age distribution—
and the actually observed difference is also compatible with a shift—we can approach
this using an ordered logistic regression model:
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. use sager, clear

. pccfit group, numcat(10) ologit
initial: log likelihood = -3583.6699
alternative: log likelihood = -3579.0812
rescale: log likelihood = -3568.4501
rescale eq: log likelihood = -1080.7468
Iteration 0: log likelihood = -1080.7468 (not concave)
Iteration 1: log likelihood = -1063.1045 (not concave)
Iteration 2: log likelihood = -1049.3376
Iteration 3: log likelihood = -1022.2378
Iteration 4: log likelihood = -1015.3508
Iteration 5: log likelihood = -978.1814 (not concave)
Iteration 6: log likelihood = -957.7312 (not concave)
Iteration 7: log likelihood = -956.48627 (not concave)
Iteration 8: log likelihood = -948.35406
Iteration 9: log likelihood = -946.67028
Iteration 10: log likelihood = -910.35155
Iteration 11: log likelihood = -906.73691
Iteration 12: log likelihood = -906.25962
Iteration 13: log likelihood = -906.25459
Iteration 14: log likelihood = -906.25458

Number of obs = 436
Wald chi2(0) = .

Log likelihood = -906.25458 Prob > chi2 = .

Coefficient Std. err. z P>|z| [95% conf. interval]

kappa1
_cons -4.489491 .4243809 -10.58 0.000 -5.321263 -3.65772

kappa2
_cons -4.175532 .4073518 -10.25 0.000 -4.973927 -3.377137

kappa3
_cons -4.081588 .4034628 -10.12 0.000 -4.872361 -3.290816

kappa4
_cons -3.116631 .3744187 -8.32 0.000 -3.850479 -2.382784

kappa5
_cons -2.623724 .3668408 -7.15 0.000 -3.342719 -1.904729

kappa6
_cons -1.270032 .3640425 -3.49 0.000 -1.983542 -.5565215

kappa7
_cons -.4205806 .3878046 -1.08 0.278 -1.180664 .3395024

kappa8
_cons .0055577 .3953787 0.01 0.989 -.7693704 .7804857

kappa9
_cons 2.182624 .6547431 3.33 0.001 .899351 3.465897

beta
group -2.041153 .3085723 -6.61 0.000 -2.645944 -1.436362
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. test [beta]group
( 1) [beta]group = 0

chi2( 1) = 43.76
Prob > chi2 = 0.0000

So the final conclusion is that we have a statistically significant difference in age
between the two subpopulations with a p-value less than 0.0001, indicative of cultural
processes affecting burial practices at Im Sager.

5.2 Example 2: Palaeodemographic analysis

So far, we have focused on analyzing the age distribution of the skeletal population.
Palaeodemography goes one step further and attempts to make a link to the former
living population the observed skeletal population originated from (Chamberlain 2006;
Hoppa and Vaupel 2002a). When analyzing the skeletal population of a burial site
associated with a settlement, we assume this to be the population living in the settlement
and using the burial site for a certain period in time. The distribution of age at death
among the deceased in the living population during the period the burial site was in
use may be approximated by the age at death distribution in the skeletal population,
if we can regard the latter as representative, that is, to be a random sample from the
first. The validity of this assumption depends on many factors. It may be violated
if some individuals died far from the settlement and were consequently not buried in
the community where they had lived (for example, warriors or traders); if some of the
deceased were buried elsewhere by cultural choice (for example, criminals or young
children); or for taphonomic reasons, if, for example, age at death determined how
deep graves were dug, thus affecting the preservation of childrens’ graves and skeletons
(Knüsel and Robb 2016).

The next fundamental step is given by moving from the distribution of age at death
to the age distribution among the living population and to age-specific mortality rates.
Such quantities can be derived from the distribution of age at death, if we assume that
the background population was stable in size and age composition over time (Coale
1972). This is a rather idealistic assumption (Sattenspiel and Harpending 1983) but
nevertheless represents the basic assumption for demographic analysis of skeletal pop-
ulations (Chamberlain 2006; Margerison and Knüsel 2002; Bonneuil 2005), which can
give important insights into demographic side conditions for the society present in the
settlement. The key step is that under these assumptions, the fraction of subjects at a
certain age in the living population is equal to the fraction of subjects dying at this age
or above this age when considering the distribution of age at death. So we can estimate
the age distribution in the living population by computing the upper tail probabilities
and rescaling them to probabilities, and we can then visualize them by a bar chart
similar to a population pyramid (figure 5).
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. use sager

. quietly pccfit, numcat(10) mlogit

. pccprob tprobs, out numlabel(min) outlabel(labage)
> add(1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 = 1.0)

label est se lb ub

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 .8840078 .016343 .8479426 .9124027
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 .8539532 .017891 .8152946 .8856554

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 .8441241 .0186925 .8038921 .8773616
5 6 7 8 9 10 .6974925 .0280969 .6397759 .7495812

6 7 8 9 10 .5878946 .030455 .5271962 .6460325
7 8 9 10 .2858443 .0321952 .2270986 .3528486

8 9 10 .1470502 .0262779 .1026099 .2063125
9 10 .1018448 .0206065 .0679621 .149903
10 .0129011 .0072527 .0042622 .0383752

. list

label est se lb ub

1. infans II .8840078 .016343 .8479426 .9124027
2. juvenile .8539532 .017891 .8152946 .8856554
3. early adult .8441241 .0186925 .8038921 .8773616
4. middle adult .6974925 .0280969 .6397759 .7495812
5. late adult .5878946 .030455 .5271962 .6460325

6. early mature .2858443 .0321952 .2270986 .3528486
7. middle mature .1470502 .0262779 .1026099 .2063125
8. late mature .1018448 .0206065 .0679621 .149903
9. senile .0129011 .0072527 .0042622 .0383752
10. infans I 1 . . .

. egen sum = sum(est)

. replace est = est/sum*100
(10 real changes made)
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. graph hbar est, over(label, reverse gap(0)) intensity(*0.1) lintensity(*2)
> ytitle(Percentage)

0 5 10 15 20
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late mature
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early mature

late adult

middle adult

early adult

juvenile

infans II

infans I

Figure 5. Visualization of the estimated age distribution in the living population in
example 2

Similarly, we can now compute mortality rates by comparing those dying while being
in a certain age category with those dying at this age or above this age. The following
piece of code generates a list of mortality rates for each age category together with a
standard error:

. do labage

. forvalues age = 1/9 {
2. estimates store estimates
3. numlist "`age'/10"
4. local upperlist = r(numlist)
5. quietly pccprob `age' | `upperlist', post(nonormaltrans)
6. local aux = subinstr("`upperlist'"," ","",.)
7. quietly nlcom r: _b[s`age'] / _b[s`aux'] , post
8. di "`: label labage `age''" _col(20 ) %5.2f _b[r] _col(27) %5.2f _se[r]
9. quietly estimates restore estimates
10. }
infans I 0.12 0.02
infans II 0.03 0.01
juvenile 0.01 0.01
early adult 0.17 0.03
middle adult 0.16 0.04
late adult 0.51 0.05
early mature 0.49 0.09
middle mature 0.31 0.11
late mature 0.87 0.07

We observe a very low mortality in the categories infans II and juvenile but an
increased mortality rate in the category infans I, reflecting a well-known phenomenon.
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The mortality rates are about 15% in the first two adult age categories before we can see
a substantial increase at higher age categories. The lack of a monotone trend suggests
an instability that is not necessarily visible in the standard errors and suggests one
perform some smoothing to obtain more reliable results. After such a postprocessing,
the mortality rates can then be used to depict further aspects of mortality, for example,
conditional survival probabilities or the life expectancy. Such computations are known
as “life table analysis” (Halli and Rao 1992, chap. 2).

5.3 Example 3: A diagnostic accuracy study with an expert-based
probabilistic reference standard

Here we consider an artificial dataset from a diagnostic accuracy study with a prob-
abilistic reference standard based on an expert consensus. Not all subjects could be
classified uniquely as diseased or undiseased; the experts assigned to some subjects a
probability of 2/3 to be diseased and to some a probability of 1/3. Adding later the
result of the index test to be evaluated in the variable test, we can use the following
dataset for our analysis.

. list

p1 p2 test freq

1. 0 1 0 15
2. .33 .67 0 8
3. .67 .33 0 22
4. 1 0 0 37
5. 0 1 1 88

6. .33 .67 1 41
7. .67 .33 1 27
8. 1 0 1 23

Category 1 refers to being undiseased (D = 0), and category 2 refers to being diseased
(D = 1). Our interest is in sensitivity P (T = 1 |D = 1) and specificity P (T = 0 |D = 0).

The use of pccfit is now a little bit challenging. Sensitivity and specificity refer to
the conditional distribution of T given D. However, the coarsened variable is D and
not T . Hence, it is not sufficient to consider some model for T |D to be able to apply
pccfit. One solution is to consider a model for the joint distribution of T and D. We
can parameterize such a model via sensitivity, specificity, and the prevalence τ of D as

P (T = T,D = D) =

{
sensT (1− sens)(1−T )τ if D = 1
(1− spec)T spec(1−T )(1− τ) if D = 0

After transforming the three parameters from the probability to the logit scale, we
can fit the model using pccfit. We cannot use pccprob to obtain the parameters
of interest, but we can do this using nlcom as a postestimation command or—if we
prefer more accurate confidence intervals based on a normal approximation on the logit
scale—manually.
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. pccfit [fw=freq], numcat(2) params(lsens: | lspec: | ltau:) exact
> expr(
> cond({k}==2,
> cond(test==1,invlogit({lsens}),1-invlogit({lsens}))*invlogit({ltau}),
> cond(test==0,invlogit({lspec}),1-invlogit({lspec}))*(1-invlogit({ltau}))
> ))
initial: log likelihood = -361.82283
alternative: log likelihood = -335.93223
rescale: log likelihood = -328.67563
rescale eq: log likelihood = -315.11223
Iteration 0: log likelihood = -315.11223
Iteration 1: log likelihood = -315.00496
Iteration 2: log likelihood = -315.00463
Iteration 3: log likelihood = -315.00463

Number of obs = 261
Wald chi2(0) = .

Log likelihood = -315.00463 Prob > chi2 = .

Coefficient Std. err. z P>|z| [95% conf. interval]

lsens
_cons 1.879132 .2614919 7.19 0.000 1.366618 2.391647

lspec
_cons .4884481 .2386554 2.05 0.041 .0206921 .956204

ltau
_cons .5198718 .1497725 3.47 0.001 .2263231 .8134206

. nlcom (invlogit(_b[lsens:_cons])) (invlogit(_b[lspec:_cons]))
_nl_1: invlogit(_b[lsens:_cons])
_nl_2: invlogit(_b[lspec:_cons])

Coefficient Std. err. z P>|z| [95% conf. interval]

_nl_1 .8675114 .0300547 28.86 0.000 .8086054 .9264175
_nl_2 .6197408 .056242 11.02 0.000 .5095084 .7299731

. display _n "Sensitivity: est: " invlogit(_b[lsens:_cons]),
> "95%-CI: [" invlogit(_b[lsens:_cons]-1.96*_se[lsens:_cons]) ","
> invlogit(_b[lsens:_cons]+1.96*_se[lsens:_cons]) "]"
Sensitivity: est: .86751143 95%-CI: [.79683159,.91618885]
. display _n "Specificity: est: " invlogit(_b[lspec:_cons]),
> "95%-CI: [" invlogit(_b[lspec:_cons]-1.96*_se[lspec:_cons]) ","
> invlogit(_b[lspec:_cons]+1.96*_se[lspec:_cons]) "]"
Specificity: est: .61974077 95%-CI: [.5051707,.72236286]

Because we have now used a multivariate model for the analysis, we have to ensure
that the probabilities specified refer to the conditional probabilities of D given E and
T . Of course, the experts were blinded to the index test T , and hence they definitely
specified probabilities referring to D given E. We thus have to make here the additional
assumption that the information in E was strong enough such that T would not have
added additional information, if it had been known to the experts.
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6 Discussion
6.1 Alternatives to ML estimation

6.1.1 Weighting

One simple alternative would be to interpret the specified probabilities p∗ just as weights.
This means, for example, that we count a unit with p∗1 = 0.5 and p∗2 = 0.5 just as one
half observation with Y = 1 and one half observation with Y = 2. With this approach,
it would be simple to derive at an estimate for the distribution of Y : we just average
the values of p∗k over all observations.

Unfortunately, this simple approach is just wrong and leads to biased results. To
understand this, let us consider a simple example with two categories and a sample in
which 80% of the observations fall in category 1 and 20% in category 2. We now intro-
duce coarsened observations, and within these observations, the external information is
so weak that we have to regard both categories as equally likely. This can be reflected
by the choice p∗k = 0.5 and q∗k = 0.5 for k = 1, 2. We can randomly split our sample in
two halves, one with observations of Y and one with coarsened observations. Because
we do this randomly, we would expect that we are still able to recover the distribution
of Y . However, if we apply the simple weighting approach, we will obtain estimates
of about 65% and 35% because half the subjects contribute a weight of 0.5 and the
other half on average a weight of 0.8 or 0.2, respectively. In contrast, the ML approach
will arrive at correct estimates because in this simple situation, the ML approach will
distribute the coarsened observations according to the distribution in the completely
observed observations.

We can observe this issue also in our data, if we incorrectly apply the weighting ap-
proach. Figure 6 compares the result of the weighting approach with the ML approach.
The rare categories are assigned a higher probability by the weighting approach than
by the ML approach, and the frequent categories are assigned a lower probability. This
flattening is in line with the considerations in the previous paragraph: The observa-
tions with high degree of coarsening are incorrectly flattened out over the whole range,
whereas the ML approach avoids this and tries to distribute the coarsened data in line
with the distribution observed in the less or noncoarsened observations.
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Figure 6. Visualization of the estimated age distribution in example 1 using the weight-
ing approach or the ML approach

Nevertheless, the distinct peak for the category late adult in the distribution esti-
mated by the ML approach is somewhat surprising. A closer look at the data in table 1,
however, reveals that this reflects a true property of the dataset. We can observe that
on one side the category late adult constitutes the category that is most rarely com-
pletely excluded. On the other side, it is also often assigned a probability of 1 (only
exceeded by the category infans I) or a probability above 0.5 or at least above 1/3.
Hence, in this dataset, some individuals could be assigned rather precisely to or close
to this category, in spite of the gradual changes in trait morphology used to determine
age in the “middle” categories mentioned above.
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Table 1. The distribution of the assigned probabilities p∗ for each age category in the
total sample

p∗

0.0
(
0.0, 1

3

] (
1
3 ,

1
2

] (
1
2 , 1.0

)
1.0

infans I 363 29 6 0 38
infans II 386 33 9 2 6
juvenile 363 51 21 0 1
early adult 272 112 42 8 2
middle adult 244 129 47 9 7
late adult 191 173 53 10 9
early mature 224 166 39 3 4
middle mature 259 156 17 0 4
late mature 284 126 16 3 7
senile 342 84 5 2 3

6.1.2 Bayesian inference

At first sight, the prespecified probabilities p∗k may look like a prior distribution of Y |C
for a single observation. However, the choice of p∗k depends on the choice of q∗k, and
consequently, it seems to be more adequate to regard pk—a function of all p∗k and q∗k—as
prior probabilities. Assuming a flat, uninformative prior on θ, the posterior distribution
is then proportional to L(θ). The ML approach outlined in this article can hence also
be seen as a computation of the mode of the posterior distribution. A full Bayesian
approach can be implemented by allowing Y to be drawn from the values of C as part
of a Markov chain Monte Carlo sampler.

6.1.3 Multiple imputation

Multiple imputation is another alternative to ML estimation. Luy and Wittwer-Backofen
(2008) actually already considered a multiple imputation approach to obtain an estimate
of the age distribution from coarsened age determination data without probabilistic
information: for each coarsened observation of Y , they made a random draw from C
(assuming a uniform distribution) and derived from this imputed dataset an estimate
of the survival curve. And then they repeated this many times. However, this way to
generate multiple imputations follows the spirit of the weighting approach, regarding the
prespecified probabilities (constant within each C) as an estimate of the true distribution
of Y . This is an example of an improper imputation method in the sense of Rubin (Rubin
1987; Nielsen 2003), resulting in biased estimates. Correct implementation of a multiple
imputation approach would require one to develop a technique for generating proper
multiple imputations.
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6.1.4 Assuming CAR

Another approach would be to ignore the probabilistic information and to assume CAR.
This can be a valid approach, too, because specifying probabilistic information does not
necessarily imply that the CAR assumption is invalid. If the probabilistic information
is based on measured additional external information, we just ignore this information,
and hence become less efficient, but we do not necessarily introduce bias. However, the
probabilistic information may also reflect an assumed violation of the CAR assumption.
If we assume that one category implies more often a coarsening than another, we may
account for this in the prespecification: We may tend to give this category a higher
probability, even if otherwise several categories look equally likely.

6.2 Arriving at the probabilistic information

In both our examples, we considered the case that one or some subjects specify the
probabilistic information. This is obviously a crucial step. One important aspect of this
step is to make these subjects aware about the prior distribution of Y (reflected in the
values q∗k) they have in mind when specifying these probabilities. We may try to elicit
this prior after the prespecification process has been finished or prior to this process. It
is an open question which way is preferable. In the first case, we may fail to elicit this;
in the second, we may raise unnecessary confusion.

6.3 Investigating the sensitivity to the specification of the probabilis-
tic information

Because we may be in doubt about the validity of the prespecified probabilities, it
seems reasonable to investigate the influence of these specifications on the results. One
approach would be to ask different subjects to specify the probabilities and to compare
the results. We may also add some noise to the probabilities and investigate the resulting
fluctuation of the results. As pointed out above, we may also perform an analysis
ignoring the probabilistic information and assuming CAR. In example 1, this approach
results in the age distribution shown in figure 7, and this distribution is very similar to
the one obtained when accounting for the probabilistic information (figure 1). So we
can conclude that in this application, the prespecified probabilities have little influence
on the final results.
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Figure 7. Visualization of the estimated age distribution in example 1 assuming CAR

6.4 Outlook

pccfit can be used to estimate the frequency distribution of a categorical variable
with coarsened observations with or without additional probabilistic information or to
include such variables as an outcome in a multinomial, ordered logistic, or ordered probit
regression model. It hence adds useful functionality to Stata in handling such variables.
It does not allow the use of such variables as an outcome in corresponding multilevel
models, because here the likelihood is much harder to program. On the other side, the
structure of the likelihood is very similar to the one covered by Stata’s gsem command.
So future versions of gsem may also allow the handling of coarsened categorical outcome
variables.

pccfit relies on ML as the statistical inference principle. As pointed out above,
Bayesian inference may be considered as a basic alternative. A Bayesian approach
may offer some advantages. For example, the computation of posterior distributions
already requires some type of numerical integration, and hence it is often simple to
integrate the additional summing about the unobserved values (because of coarsening)
in the computational approach. Bayesian inference also avoids the problem of estimates
on the boundary as described in section 2.4. Whereas the ML approach presented in
this article considers many types of regression models with coarsened outcome data,
the Bayesian approach may offer further flexibility with respect to handling missing
covariate data, multilevel modeling, or adding temporal-spatial structures. The ML
approach is also restricted to parametric smoothing approaches such as splines, whereas
Bayesian inference integrates more general smoothing approaches. However, the use of
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the Bayesian approach requires to clarify the role of the prespecified probabilities p∗k
within a Bayesian framework.

Human osteoarchaeology is a field where coarsened data with or without probabilistic
information occurs as a matter of fact. In osteological sex determination, the traditional
approach was to develop rules assigning sex on a 3-point-scale (f, ?, m) or a 5-point scale
(f, f?, ?, m?, m), that is, in a specific way to code probabilistic information on the binary
variable sex. However, this is now changing by publishing rules allowing computation
of posterior probabilities (Brůžek et al. 2017), that is, exact probabilistic information.
The Rostock manifesto has emphasized the need of using posterior probabilities not
only for sex but also for anthropological age determination (Hoppa and Vaupel 2002b).

In the field of archaeology, in general, coarsened data appear in the context of
working with chronological orders. For many features of objects, it is known how to map
them to a certain time span, and even within this time span, frequency differences are
known, resulting in probabilistic information. The mathematical procedure to develop
such mappings, known as “seriation” was developed by Sir William Flinders Petri as
early as the end of the 19th century (Renfrew and Bahn 2019), and today many such
chronologies are available.

We considered an expert-based reference standard as a further example for coarsened
data. The emphasis on prediction in the upcoming field of data sciences will probably
generate many prediction models in the future, which then will be applied to generate
input in further applications. In all of these cases, we will be forced to work with
coarsened data with probabilistic information.

7 Programs and supplemental materials
To install a snapshot of the corresponding software files as they existed at the time of
publication of this article, type

. net sj 22-1

. net install st0668 (to install program files, if available)

. net get st0668 (to install ancillary files, if available)
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Appendix 1: Choice of q∗
k in the case of using a predefined

prediction rule
We consider now the specific situation of a binary outcome Y , C = {0, 1} always and
E = X representing measured covariates. The probabilities p∗1 are based on a prediction
rule, providing estimates of P (Y = 1|X = x) developed in an external population. We
are typically not much aware about the influence of the population prevalence of Y
(that is, of its marginal distribution) on such a prediction rule, because we are directly
modeling the conditional distribution of Y given X. However, there is still such a
relation, because

P (Y |X) =
P (X|Y )P (Y )∑1

y=0 P (X|Y = y)P (Y = y)

This suggests that we should choose q∗1 as the prevalence of Y in the external pop-
ulation. This is a safe choice, if a potential difference in the prevalence between the
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external population and the current study population can be explained by a selection
in dependence on Y . In this case, we know that P (X|Y ) is identical in the two pop-
ulations, which is the assumption we make in deriving the likelihood in section 2.2, if
the values p∗1 are derived from an external population. However, if there is a selection
in dependence on X, the situation is more complicated because P (X|Y ) will change,
too. However, the relation (1) may still hold approximately because P (X|Y = 1) and
P (X|Y = 0) are affected similarly. This question requires further investigation.

Appendix 2: Accounting for additional variables X
In the case of interest in a model pθ(y|x), the likelihood of interest is

L(θ) = Pθ(C,E|X) =
∑
k∈C

P (C,E |Y = k,X)pYθ (k|X)

The values p∗k and q∗k now refer to the conditional probabilities P (Y = k |C,E,X)
and P (Y = k |X) and reflect the implicit knowledge about the conditional coarsening
mechanism and the conditional distribution of E given Y and X. The relation (1) now
reads

P (Y = k |C,E;X) =
P (C,E |Y = k,X)P (Y = k|X)P (X)∑K
l=1 P (C,E |Y = l,X)P (Y = l|X)P (X)

=
P (C,E |Y = k,X)P (Y = k|X)∑K
l=1 P (C,E |Y = l,X)P (Y = l|X)

and connects the prespecified probabilities to the likelihood.

In the case of interest in a multivariate model pθ(y, x), the likelihood of interest is

L(θ) = Pθ(C,E,X) =
∑
k∈C

P (C,E |Y = k,X)pYθ (k,X)

and exactly the same arguments can be applied.
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